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Abstract

Three formats of a semantic differential rating scale (a graphic gray

scale, a graphic line scale, and a 5-point discrete rating scale) were

compared in the rating of three concepts: universit5r, University

Bookstore and university Food Services. Concepts were rated along

1O bipolar scale items. TWo-hundred fifty-two universit5r

Introductory Psychologr students served as subjects. Subjects were

assigned to one of six groups, which differed in the order of

presentation of the scaling formats. A post-experimental

questionnaire elicited subjects' opinions of the discrete and two

graphic rating scales. No difference in rating scale effectiveness

and scaring task difficulty was found when comparing rating formats

on tt¡e measures of the university concepts. subjects usually

preferred the discrete rating scale when compared with t]le two

graphic rating scales. Order of presentation of scaling formats was

found to affect subjects' preference for rating scale format.
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Testing for Preference of Rating Scale Format

A variety of scaling techniques exist \Mithin the social

sciences. 'when similar scaling techniques exist, they should be

compared in a variety of manners. First, researchers should

determine the effectiveness of the scale they are using. A new scale

may seem interesting, but subjects may not be able to understand

how the scale is to be used. By obtaining similar results from the

new sca-le when compared to an established scale, it is possible to

determine whether subjects understood how to use the scare, and

therefore whether it was effective. second, researchers should

determine the difficulty, or alternatively the ease, associated \¡rith

performing the scaling task. A scale that is diffîcult for the subject

to use may provide different metric information than an easier

scale. Finally, subjects should be allowed to indicate preference for

one or another format of scale. Preference may include the factors

of understanding and level of diffìcultjr, or some other unknown

factors. If similar scales can be used in a given study, then subjects

should be allowed the usage of the preferred scale.

The present study focussed on these issues. Three formats of

a rating scale were compared in terms of the similarity of the

information provided by the rating scale, and in terms of subjects'

preference of rating scale format. A definiuon of scaling, and a list
of scaling methods is provided to introduce the topic of scaling.
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Scaling Methods

According to M. S. Aftanas (personal communication,

September 19, 1991), scaling methods ¿rre procedures for

analyzing and/or transforming human standa¡d system assessments

of stimuli. Aftanas (1988) defìned a sta¡rdard system as any device,

mechanism, or discriminative process used to indicate the extent

of some magnitude. Scaling methods, defined in this manner,

indicate t]lat it is the human standard system which performs the

measurement of t]le stimuli, and that the measurement scale is

used to calibrate the standard system, in order to derive metric

information.

A wide variety of taxonomies of scaling methods exist (Dunn-

Rarkin, 1983; Manning and Rosenstock, tgGB), yet each taxonomy

is slightly different in composition and perspective. Four broad

categories of rating scales indicate the extent to which standard

systems may be calibrated. The four basic categories are rating

scales, estimation techniques, comparison techniques, and

reproduction methods (M. s. Aftanas, personal communication,

September 19, I99f).

Rating scales involve those methods requiring magnitudes to

be compared to a limited number of numbered categories.

Thurstone attitude scales may be considered as one example of

rating scale. The scale is formed by fìrst creating numerous

statements relating to the subject in question. The statements a¡e
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then presented to subjects to be sorted into a prescribed number of
categories, with the condition that there should be at least one

statement in each category. A distribution is created which shows

the distribution of categories for each statement. Each statement's

distribution is then graphed to determine the most appropriate

category for the statement. statements which best represent one

category or scale value are chosen for the final rating scale. The

attitude scale, composed of statements representing both ends of

the scale, as well as all intermediate scale values, is then completed

by subjects to give an indication of their attitude towards some

subject.

Estimation techniques involve the comparison of magnitudes

to an unlimited number of numbered categories. This method

usually involves self-calibration, where the subject rest¡icts the

number of categories. Magnitude estimation is an example of this

technique. Tlrpicalty, this procedure involves presenting a

reference stimulus to the subject, and indicating that the

magnitude of the stimulus is "x". The subject is then presented

\¡üith other stimuli and asked to judge them in relation to the

reference. Thus, in relation to the reference, small magnitudes

should have small numbers, and large magnitudes should have large

numbers.

comparison techniques are those in which the subject

indicates which of a given number of magnitudes is greatest, what
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the ratio of one stimulus to another is, or which of the distances

between two pairs of magnitudes is larger. For the direct

estimation of ratios, subjects are asked to divide IOO points

between the two stimuli being compared, in accordance with the

absolute ratio of t]le greater to the lesser. Thus, if one stimulus is

thought to be L/4 of another, the ratio would be 25 points for t].e

first stimulus and 75 for the other.

Finally, reproduction techniques are those whereby ttre

subject is presented with a stimulus, and asked to reproduce it in
terms of t]:e present or a¡rother stimulus. Lodge's (Ig8l) line

productÍon technique is one example of this technique. A

reference line, equal to "x" is presented to subjects. subsequent

lines are presented to the subjects, which are to be compared with

the reference line. subjects are to use numbers larger than "x" to

denote longer lines, and small numbers to denote small lines.

subjects then use the reverse procedure, and produce line lengths

which denote numbers. Finally, statements regarding the attribute

in question are presented and subjects are asked to produce line

lengths which correspond to the degree of the attribute in
question.

Discrete vs. Graphic Rating Scales

The rating scale category consists of two major scaling

formats, namely likert-type and graphic-type. Likert-type, or

discrete scales are a common type of rating scale. These scales
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typically r¿mge from five to nine points and are discrete in that they

Iimit the options available to the individual. The amount of

Iimitation imposed depends on the number of options in the

dÍscrete scale. A five point scale \Ã¡ilt limit a subject to five options,

and a seven point scale will allow seven options. In some instances

however, subjects may desire more rating options.

Graphic rating scales, which generally consist of a horizontal,

Iine, offer a solution to this problem by theoreticalty providing an

infinite number of options to the individuat. When comparing

discrete and graphic rating scales in terms of scaling effectiveness,

no significant difference in results are found (Friedman &

Friedman, 1988). Fliedman and Friedman conclude that discrete

rating scales are preferable due to ease of understanding by

individuals, and ease of use by resea¡chers. yet, this opinion is

unsubstantiated by any research. Continued usage of graphic rating

scales (Tillinghast, I98O) indicates in part, their ease and

effectiveness.

one advantage of graphic rating scales is the larger range of

options available to individuals t]lan would be provided by discrete

rating scales. This larger range of options allows for more sensitive

measures of the rating scale scores (Grace, 1gg7). If the subject

matter to be judged by individuals is unclear, use of a graphic rating

scale will provide the individual with more rating options. Brody

(1986) focussed on those gray responses to rating scares. Brody
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indicated that besides the information obtained by responses to

extreme ends of a scale, gray responses, or those in between the

extremes offer more information than just "no opinion" to the

subject matter at hand.

Color and Its Relation to Rating Scales

when individuals have a strong opinion towards subject

matter or a stimulus, this is often referred to as a black-or-white

opinion. In other words, on a spectrum from white to gray to

black, white and black express extreme viewpoints, while gray

indicates some intermediate viewpoint. As an example, belief in
the supernatural world may be neither a black nor white issue for

some individuals. These individuals may not fully disbelieve or

believe in ghosts, but may view the issue as gray due to their belief

in the possibility of ghosts.

colors can therefore be thought of as being associated with
viewpoints, beliefs, or qualities. white tends to be associated \¡/ith

goodness, or positive qua-lities and black with badness, or negative

qualities. This result has been confìrmed in preschool children
(williams, Boswell, & Best, lgTS), primary school children (Dent,

1978), and college students of various ethnic backgrounds (uwanno

& stabler, 1977). In studies relating color to mood, gray tends to

be associated \Mith a neutral mood, as opposed to one or another

extreme mood (Hamid & Newport, r9B9; peretti, lgZ4). At the

present time, no empirical resea¡ch has been conducted which
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\¡/ould allow subjects to use a gray scale to indicate whether their
judgement of a stimulus was at one extreme or another (black or

white), or whether it fell somewhere between both extremes (gray).

A $ray scale could be used as a graphic rating scale because it would

allow for an unlimited number of categories.

One indication of the potential uses of a gray scale was

recentry demonstrated on television. The tetevision show crv's
Live It up, used a gray scale for questions as part of a "National sex

Test", which aired on November 3,f99I. M. R. Cunningham

(personal communication, February 27, lggz), who served as the

show's consultant, stated he used the gray scale as a visual

suggestion for the show's questions, but t]:at he had not tested t]re

gray scale empirically.

Semantic Differential Rating Scale

The semantic differential rating scale is a graphic format of

scaling which has been extensively used in past research, and could

be adapted into a gray scale format. According to osgood, suci, and

Tannenbaum (1957) the semantic differential is a combination of

controlled association and scaling procedures. Subjects

differentiate concepts using bipolar adjectival rating scales. This

allows for ttre direction of association and intensity of stimuli to be

measured.

The semantic differential developed out of research on

s5mesthesia. In their encyclopedia of psychological terms, Eysenck,
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Arnold, and Meili {L972) defined synesthesia by stating t}rat "in

some people, sensory systems other than the one actually being

stimulated can share in the perception of the stimulus. Hence

musical notes may give rise to the perception of colors or odors" (p.

298). Hermer (1936), Karwoski, Odbert, and Osgood (I942),

Odbert, Karwoski, and Eckerson (1942), and Ross (1938) studied

s5mesthesia, and how it related to associations of meaning with

color and/or music. Studies on this subject suggested the

e>dstence of associations between different colors and different

moods or feelings.

Research on me¿uling and its association with stimuli led to

the logic of the semantic differential (Osgood, 1952). First, a

judgement or description involves the allocation of a concept to an

experiential continuum that is defined by a pair of polar scale items.

Second, because many experiential continua are essentially

equivalent, they may be represented by a single continuum. Third,

a limited number of such continua exist for defìning a semantic

space, within which the meaning of any concept can be specified.

According to Osgood (1952) the semantic differential

operations are erçlicit, and yet simple for subjects to perform.

Subjects are presented with a pair of descriptive polar scale items

(e.g. warm, cold) and a concept (e.g. rock), and asked to indicate

direction of association. Osgood states graphic methods of
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collecting data, namely rating scales, allow for numerous subjects to

be tested within a relatively minimal period of time.

The semantic differential rating scale allows meaning to be

associated with concepts, through the differentiation of concepts,

by using bipolar scale items. But current semantic differential

rating sca-les are limited in their measurement of intensity of

association between stimulus and bipolar scale items. Using a gray

scale, ranging from white to gray to black, as a semantic differential

rating scale would allow for a more precise indication of intensity of

association.

Albaum, Best, a¡rd Hawkins (1981) compared graphic and

discrete semantic differential rating scales in scale items of the

information obtained from the scales. Means, dispersions, and

shapes of tle response distributions formed the aggregate

information that was used as a comparison. The discrete scale used

vertical dots along ahonzontal line to indicate the fìve categories,

while the graphic scale consisted of a horizontal line. Both scales

measured L25 mm in length. Equivalent information was provided

by both the discrete and graphic format of rating scale. As in many

ottrer studies where rating scales were compared, individuals were

not asked to indicate ease of use or preference of either rating

scale. Instead, the authors simply suggested that ease of use by the

researcher was basically the same for each form of rating scale.
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Usage of Post-ex?erimental Questionnaires

Post-erperimental questionnaires are the questi onnaires

subjects fill out at the end of a psychological study. The

questionnaires can be used as a method for obtaining exploratory

data about a research question, although it is usually used to provide

the researcher \¡/ith feedback regarding the study. post-

experimental questionnaires may be simple or complex in
composition, depending upon how much feedback or data a
researcher requires.

Feedback is important for a researcher. Even though a rating
scale has been used extensively in the past, subjects may not like
having to use the scale. If subjects a¡e never given an opportunity
to express their viewpoints, the researcher will assume that
subjects are content r¡¡ittr the scale. If test material is difficult for

subjects, the problem may lie with the test material, and not the

subjects. without obtaining feedback, a researcher could assume

that the problem relates to the subjects.

In a similar manner, erploratory data may be extremely

important for a resea¡cher. A primary goal of research is to
attempt to answer those questions posed in the hypotheses of t]:e
research. Post-experimental research can go beyond the

limitations of the study's hypotheses. For example, a two variable

interaction that was not part of the main study can provide

additional data for the resea¡cher.
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The Present Stud]¡

In an attempt to improve upon the Albaum, Best, and

Hawkins (1981) study on rating scales, discrete and graphic

semantic differential rating scales were compared in scale items of

effectiveness, ease/difficulty, and preference. As well as the two

formats used in the Albaum, Best, and Hawkins (lggl) study, a gray

scale, ranging from white at one extreme, to black at the other, was

used as one of the graphic rating scales. A gray scale has the same

benefit as graphic rating scales, namely unlimited categories, as

well as the benefìt of color, which is associated with positive,

neutral, and negative qualities. Gray scales allow gray judgements,

like those studied by Brody (1986), to be seen visually by the

subjects.

The author made changes to the Albaum, Best, and Hawkins
(1981) rating scales for the present study. First, the concept of

university student union was replaced with the concept of

universitSr Food services because it was believed that canadian

students would more readily identi$r with this concept. Next, each

format of rating scale was made dimensionally equivalent, witl. a
length of loo mm. The change in length of the scale from 125 mm

in t]le Albaum, Best, and Hawkins (rg8r) study to loo mm in the

current study should not affect t]:e scaring results because

continuous, or graphic scales are insensitive to fluctuations in the

length of line used (Hubbard, Little, & Allen, rggg). Furthermore.
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botl. the discrete and gray scale graphic formats of rating scale in

the present study had a width of 1O ûtm.

Before determining which scaling format was preferred by

subjects, it had to be determined that all formats provided

equiva-lent information. As previous research has shown (Albaum,

Best, & Hawkins, lgSl), subjects respond similarly to botl. discrete

and graphic formats of rating scale. However, because the gray

scale graphic scaling format in the present study added tJle

dimension of color, and color is associated with moods, different

metric information was expected when testing for effectiveness of
rating format.

Individuals' opinions on the various rating scales were

solicited in an attempt to study ease and preference of using each

rating scale. Literature reviews up until the present time revealed

that subjects' opinions of using rating scales is rarely solicited. One

exception is research by l.awless and Malone (rg86a) which

included preference questions dearing with understanding,

quickness, and restrictiveness. Each of these issues wilt be

included in the present study. Another exception to the rule of not

soliciting subjects' opinions is the research by McKelvie (Ig7g)

who solicited his subjects' opinions regarding rating scales. when

asked for their preference of rating scale formats, subjects

preferred a continuous scale to a discrete scale. McKelvie did not
test for order effects when comparing scaling formats. The present
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study tested whether order of formats being compared aJfects the

preference of scaling format.

For semantic differential scales, graphic formats have been

shown to be at least as effective as discrete formats in obtaining

metric information. It was hypothesized that the proposed gray

scale would be an improvement on existing graphic formats, in that

it provides a new visual dimension to assist in the scaling

procedure. This new visual dimension is color. Therefore, the gray

scale, when used as a graphic scale, may be as effective as current

graphic and discrete scales in obtaining metric information.

secondly, because the gray scale provides a new visual dimension, it
u¡as assumed t]lat subjects may prefer the rating task due to greater

ease in performing the task, when compared with subjects using

the graphic line format and the discrete rating format. Finaly, with
regard to the testing of order of scale format comparison, no

hypothesis was given as to whether order will affect subjects'

choice of scaling format.
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Method

Subiects

Subjects were recruited from the subject pool of The

University of Manitoba Int¡oductory Psychology students. Ttuqo

hundred fifty-two subjects were assigned to one of six groups.

Groups differed in the order of presentation of tl.e scaling formats

(Table I). Each group of subjects used all three scaling formats:

discrete, graphic gray, and graphic line to rate three different

concepts (Bookstore, Universit¡r, and Food Services). Table I also

indicates the number of subjects in each of the groups.

Table l. Order of Rating Scale Formats

Concepts
croup l Group 2 Group iJ Group 4 Liroup 5 Group 6

IJoolrstore Discrete Discrete Gray Gray Llne Llne

unrversrw (Jray Ltne Line Discrete Gray Ðiscrete

t,ooo
Services

Llne Gray Discrete Lrne Discrete (Jray

Àao. ot
Sublects

43 4',¿ 42 +I 4',¿ 42

Ma^rerials

Rating scales used by each of tÌ.e six groups differed only in
the order of the rating scale formats. Appendix A lists üre tlrree

formats of rating scales, reduced to 7oo/o of their original size. The

discrete scale was composed of a horizontal line with lO mm

verLical lines at either end and along the line, creating fìve equal
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response spaces. The graphic gray scale rating scale is a gray scale

ranging from white to gray to black. The graphic line scale consists

only of a straight line. The length of all tJle formats of rating scales

are equivalent, measuring lOO mm in length from one polar scale

items to its opposite. The width of the discrete scale and the

graphic gray scale are equivalent, measuring fO mm in length.

Each group evaluated the same three concepts of The

University of Manitoba. The order of the concepts was randomly

chosen, and was the same for each group. Random assignment of

concept order provided experimental control to tJre test materials

by preventing the biasing of concept order. The concepts included

the Universit¡r, University Bookstore, and University Food Services.

Each of these concepts was rated with ten bipolar scale items using

each of the three formats of semantic differential rating scale. The

ten bipolar scale items were the same for each concept.

Procedure

Subjects were provided with detailed instructions outlining

the usage of the rating scale (see Appendix B). Subjects rated

concepts with the 1O bipolar scale items, using a different scaling

format for each concept. Performances on these formats were

compared to determine effectiveness of rating universitSr concepts

due to rating scale format. The use of a metric ruler easily allowed

for responses to both graphic scale formats to be converted into

discrete responses, for the purposes of comparison as follows: The
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lOO mm scale was divided into fìve discrete responses by

sectioning the line into 20 mm segments. A response that fell

within a given 20 mm section, was assigned the corresponding

discrete value. For example, a measured value of 25 mm on either

of the graphic scales was equivalent to a value of 2 on the discrete

5-point scale. Responses for all scales were assigned a number

from I to 5, beginning from the left, corresponding with one of the

fìve categories. Responses from both graphic formats were also

compared in scale items of their continuous measures. Values, in

millimeters, were compared to determine any differences in

responding to each of the graphic formats.

All subjects were given a post-experimental questionnaire to

determine if subjects felt stressed while performing the task, or

knew the purpose of the study. The first two questions asked

subjects for their impression of the study. The next three

questions dealt \¡¡ith subjects' perceptions of the difficulty

associated with the study. The remaining eight questions allowed

subjects to indicate their preference of rating format. An example

of each format was placed in the post-experimental questionnaire

to aid subjects in their task of indicating rating format preference.

The post-experimental questionnaire provided the

researcher with feedback about the study. Specifìc questions

dealing with preference and difficulty (i.e., In scale items of

aesthetic qualities, which scale format dÍd you prefer?), rather tìlan
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a global questÍon on the issue (i.e., Wtrich scale format did you

prefer?) allowed the resea¡cher to answer hypothesis two,

regarding the preference and ease of the rating formats.

Hypothesis three was also tested using data from the post-

experimental questionnaire. No direction was indicated (i.e., will

or will not have an effect) for the third hypothesis because it was

not known what effect order of presentation of rating format would

have on preference of rating format. This exploratory research

question was effectively studied using tJ e post-experimental

questionnaire data.
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Results

Rating Scales

Effectiveness

t tests and Kolmogorov-Smirnov.

By using pairs of means and variances for each bipolar scale

items, t tests provided an indication of rating format effectiveness.

The ! tests indicated differences in central tendency between the

three different rating formats. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test

evaluated whether tJle subject samples for the six groups were

drawn from the same population (Sachs, 1984, pp. 2gf -2gB).

Table 2 shows significance levels þ values) for both ! tests

and K-s values, for each bipolar scale item. The table is divided

into three sections, allowing for complete comparison of all three

rating formats. Responses from both graphic formats were

converted into discrete values to allow for comparison of the three

formats. Each format comparison provided 3o t test values for

analysis. The discrete-graphic gray scale comparison had three

significant ! test values, the discrete-graphic line scale had five

signifìcant ! test values, and the graphic gray-graphic line scale had

one signifìcant ! test value. Before discussing these values (9, 5,

and r) it is important to provide a brief oçlanation of significance

testing.

A signifìcance level of .O5 indicates that a result could occur

5o/o of the time due to chance. Because the chance level is so low.
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some researchers assert that a result which occurs 5o/o of the time

or less must be due to non-chance factors. A result greater than

50lo, means more than a 5o/o probability that chance was involved,

and therefore the result is not significantty different than that
e>qpected by chance.

The present study provided three format comparisons, each

consisting of 30 ! test values (represented by p values). using a .o5

signifìcance level meant that by chance, f .5 (.O5 x BO = 1.5)

significant t test values would be expected for each format

comparison. The discrete versus graphic gray scale comparison

had a total of three signifìcant ! test values. Chi-square analysis was

tl.en performed, comparing the chance values (1.5 out of 30) \¡rith

the obtained values (3 out of 3O). The resulting value I(2 x 2) X, 0,
N= 3O) = .54, B>.f O] was not signifìcant. This non-signifîcant

difference suggests that overall, there is no significant difference in
how subjects respond to the formats being compared. This same

statistical procedure was used to compare the remaining obtained

significant t test and Kolmogorov-smirnov values, with the

expected or chance values for each of t]:e format comparisons.

Each of the ! test values (3, 5, and l) was not signifìcantly different

tt¡an that expected by chance.

Thirty Kolmogorov-smirnov (K-s) values (represented by p
values) ìMere calculated for each format comparison. As indicated in
Table 2, tJte discrete-graphic gray scale comparison had three
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significant K-S values and the discrete-graphic line scale

comparison had six signifìcant K-S values. No significant K-S values

were found for the graphic gray-graphic line scale comparison.

These values were not significantly different than that expected by

chance. It should be noted that seven of the nine significant t test

values and nine of t]:e nine significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov values

were attributed to the concept of University Bookstore.

Responses to both graphic formats were also compared using

the original continuous measures. Table 3 indicates the

comparison of signifìcant levels from the ! tests and the

Kolmogorov-smirnov tests. As in the previous comparisons using

discrete measures (Table 2), only one signifìcant value was found

for the comparison of graphic gray and graphic line scale formats

using continuous measures (Table 3). The significant value is found

for the same bipolar item, clean-dirty, and the same concept, food

Table 3. Comparison of Significance Levels of 1 Tests and Kolrnogorov-Smimov Tests for Graphic Line a¡rd
Graphic Gray Scale

Scale Items Universitv
t K-S

Bookstore Food Services
t K-S t K-S

Modern-Old Fashioned
Clean-Dirty
Fast Service-Slow Service
Dependable-Undependable
High Quality-Low Quality
Honest-Di shonest
Pleasant-Unpleasant
Helpful Employees-

Unhelpful Employees
Friendly-Unfriendly
Low Priced-High Priced
No. < .05 Level

.6 8 N.S.

.9 4 N.S.

.7 0 N.S.

.7I N.S.

.7 2 N.S.

.6 8 N.S.

.9 l N.S.

.32 N.S.

.93 N.S.

.7 7 N.S.
00

.40 N.S.

.22 N.S.

. l4 N.S.

.7 8 N.S.

.13 N.S.

.7 2 N.S.

.5 4 N.S.

.t9 N.S.

.5't N.S.

.7 3 N.S.
00

.46 N.S.
<.01 N.s.

.5 4 N.S.

.41 N.S.

.64 N.S.

.27 N.S.

.42 N.S.

.43 N.S.

.'7 2 N.S.

.5 6 N.S.
IO

Note: N.S. indicates non-significance
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services, for both comparisons. One signifìcant value out of thirty is
not signifìcantly different than that value t]lat would be expected by

chance.

Descriptive statistics.

Analysis of the descriptive statistics for each format of rating

scale (see Table 4) provides some insight into why this study

obtained signifìcant ! test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov values. Table 4

data indicates that the kurtosis varies from rating format to rating

format for a particular item. In other words, depending on tl.e

format, subjects may use the whole range of scaling options, or they

may limit themselves and only use a select portion of t]le scale.

When kurtosis variation due to rating format occurs, some

signifìcant t test values are found in the comparison of rating

formats (see Tables 2 and 3). As an example, Table 2 shows t]:at

the bipolar scale item 'Modern-old Fashioned' has two significant !
test values from comparisons of rating formats. Table 4 indicates

that regardless of the concept (e.g. Bookstore), the bipolar scale

item 'Modern-old Fashioned' exhibits variation in kurtosis.

dependÍng on rating format.

Differences in kurtosis, due to rating format suggests that

subjects may respond differently to each format. Distributions

may be mesokurtic (i.e., a normal distribution; kurtosis = O),

leptokurtic ("+" kurtosis value), or platykurtic ("-" kurtosis

varue). Both leptokurtic and platykurtic distributions are
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Table 4. Descriptive Statistics for Each Rating Scale Format

Bookstore
Sc'leItm Mro Ståndard Deviation Skewnss Kurtosis

Tìiscrete Gmy Line Discrete Gmy Line Discrete Gral¿ Line Discrete Gmv Linc

Modem--41d Fashioned

Clem-Dirty
Fast Seruice--Slow Seruice

Depcndable-Und ependable

High Quality-Low Quality
Honest-Dishonst
Pleæant-Unpleasmt
Helpfi:l Emolovees-

un¡erPnu -Emp¡oyc€s

Fri en dly---{Jnf ri en dly
I-ow Priced-High Priced

Ovemll Meån (i)

1.27 .73 t.22
.84 I.00 2.84
.21 .29 .02
.'t3 .39 .68

.56 .65 1.24

.69 r.23 .70
r.05 .78 ."ì7

.s2 .69 .87

.57 .46 .8 1

-.98 -r.13 -.95

2.92 -.04 2.21

.65 -.04 9.07
-.89 -.86 -r.20
.16 -.90 -.49
1¡( -Á, , <?

.59 1.1 1 -.61

|.67 -.39 -.13
-.58 -.21 -.34

-. I 0 -.98
ro o1

2.06
l .61

2.86
2.26
1.99

2.06
2.1 8

2.27

.78

1.26

t.03
.78

.98

.98

.98

.90

1.07

.95

1.68 1.68

1.43 1.33

2.80 3.05

2.04 2.01

1.90 1.74

1.88 1.95

I .99 l .95

t.97 1.87

.66 .59

1.02 1.20

.80 .92

.73 .92

.85 i.03

.85 t.r0
1.02 .97

ot o1

1.09 .92

2.25 1.95 1.83

4.0 3 4.t9 4.t3

2.36 2.1 8 2.15 YJ.87 .82.5t.55

Food Services

Scalc ltem Mm Stmdard Deviation Skewnqs

.50 -.20 1.05

Kurtosis

Discrete Gmy Line Discrete G¡av I ine Discrete Gmv Line Discrete Gmv Li¡e

Modem--4ld Fashioned

Clem-Dirty
Fast Seruiæ-Slow Seruice

Dependable-Undependable
High Quality-{.ow Qualíty
Honest-Dishonest
Pleasant-Unpleasmt
Helpful Employea-

Unïelpful Employeæ

Friendly-Unfriendly
l,ow Priced-High Priced

Ovemll Mem (i)

University
Ssle Iteru

2.09 2.r7 2.09
2.13 2.26 L92
)1Á 1)7 tr{

2.09 1.98 1.84

2.74 2.51 2.57

2.r3 2.07 1.96

2.28 2.t2 2.01

2.36 2.15 2.01

2.26 Z.tt 2.05

3.64 3.48 3.50

.77 .85 .96

.8 3 .94 .87

I .04 .97 1.05

.84 .81 .86

.98 .92 1.14

.91 .8 0 .95

.99 .91 .94
1.04 .83 1.0 I

I.0r .93 I.08
1.10 1.08 r.24

.95 .90 l.0r

.5 1 ."ì6 .80
-.54 -.50 -.51

-.00 .29 -.38
-.LZ -.¿t -.1t

-.43 .60 -.16

-.23 1.32 -.57

-.71 .26 -.71

.69 -.87 -.42
-.83 .96 -.79
-.50 -.46 -.22

-9.) l0 -t{
-.56 -.51 -.64

.46

.50

.60

.) J

.08
aa

.45

.50 .52

.56 .60

.91 .75

.8 6 .64

.55 .35
t< <a

.90 .50

.Jt .o t

2.41 2.31 2.22 .48.5038 -.36 .16 -.46

Mean Stmdard Deviation Skewness Kunosis

Discrcte Gnv Line Discretc Grav Line Discrcte G¡av Line Discrete Gmv Line

Modem-Old Fashioned

Clean--Ðirty
Fæt Service-Slow Sewiæ

Dependable-Undependable
High Quality--l¡w Quality
Honest-Dishonest
Pleasant-Unpleasmt
Heiptul Employeæ-

Unlelpful Employm
Friendly---{Jnfri mdly
Low Priced-High hiæd

Ovemlt Mean (i)

2.30 2.25 2.36

2.52 2.42 2.46
2.84 2.63 2.',t8

2.49 2.35 2.44
2.20 2.20 2.30
179. 114 )14

2.16 2.25 2.26
2.42 2.40 2.25

2.29 2.25 2.24
4.28 3.92 4.03

2.26 2.48 2.54

.26 -.79 -.03

-.59 -.85 -.26

-.54 -.81 -.39

-.85 -.26 .03
.80 -.58 .l r
-.62 -.83 -.33

-.22 .t3 -.44
.07 -.68 .24

.l 8 -.24 .41

1.6r -.69 -.69

.95 .94

.94 Ll5
I .00 1.03

.91 1.09

.85 .91

.7'1 .88

.85 1.08

.92 l.l1

.94 1.02

.90 r.27

.35 .63

.49 .51

.12 .50

.59 .49

.44 .62

.26 .46

.85 .52

.50 .87

l.0l
l.06
1.02

.92

.98

t.06

1.08

1.t2

1A

.Jõ

.JU

,ðv
-.03

.53
<^

-Ò I

-1.35

)o

.62 .93
11

.48.90 1.04 1.01 .35 .01 -.56 -.13
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symmetrical with the fìrst being characterized by a piling up of

scores in the cent¡e of the distribution, and the second being

characterized by a flattening out in the centre of the distribution.

Analysis of individual kurtosis values found in Table 4

indicates differences in response styles for the three rating

formats. For the Bookstore and university concepts, the gray scale

exhibited the most individual platykurtic values (8/lo and g/to,

respective\r), when compared with the other rating formats. The

line scale had the second largest number of platykurtic values for

these two concepts (7/ 10 and 6/lo, respectivelg,and had the

highest number of platykurtic vaLues for the food seryices concept

(1OlIO). Out of the 30 individual kurtosis values obtained for the

rating formats, the line scale exhibited the most platykurtic values

(23), followed by the gray scale (21) and the discrete scale (tz).

Differences also exist with the mean kurtosis of each scale.

The discrete scale extribits leptokurtosis for the concepts of

bookstore and universitJr, as indicated by the positive values, and

platykurtosis for the food services concept, as indicated by the

negative values. The gray scale exhibits ptatykurtosis for the

concepts of bookstore and university, and leptokurtosis for the food

services concept. It should be noted tJlat these kurtosis values are

the opposite of the discrete scale kurtosis values. The line scale

exhibits leptokurtosis for t]:e bookstore concept, and platykurtosis

for the food services and university concepts. white comparison of
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t]re overall kurtosis means suggests that subjects may respond

similarly to the discrete and line formats, analysis of the individual

kurtosis values suggests tl-is may not be the case. A close look at

tl.e line scale's kurtosis values for the bookstore concept shows that

seven out of ten kurtosis values were platykurtic in nature.

Frowever, large kurtosis values for a few bipolar scale items, such as

'clean-Dirty' (kurtosis = 9.oT) increase the mean kurtosis for the

scaling format, changing it from platykurtic to leptokurlic.

Table 4 also includes overall means for the scale items and

their standard deviation, and skewness. The overall means found in
the mean and standa¡d deviation categories in the first column of

Table 4 indicates that subjects responded similarly to each format

of scale for the three concepts. In the third column, the mean

skewness for each scale is positively skewed for all three concepts,

indicating that subjects responded to a the left-hand or lower

numerical region of the total response range. It should be noted,

however that the bipolar scale items 'Low priced-High priced' was

negatively skewed for each of the three concepts, and for each of

the three rating formats.

Post-experimental Ouestionnaire

A post-experimental questionnaire was completed by every

subject (see Appendix c). Each question was analSzed three

separate ways. First, a (I x 3) x' (one question, three choices) was

performed to determine if signifìcant differences existed across all
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subjects, in scale items of their response to the question. Second,

a (3 x 6) X' (ttrree response choices, six groups) was performed to

determine if order of presentation of tJle three rating formats

would affect subjects response to the question. The (3 x 6) X2

indicated if significant differences in response choice existed

among the six groups. Finally, a (2 x 3) X' (groups, response

choice) determined which individual group differed in response

when compared with another individual group. Because question

one had only two response choices, each of its three chi-square

analyses was performed with two instead of three choices.

DiffìcultJ¡/Ease of Use

For question one, the difference in response between those

subjects who knew or guessed the purpose of tJ:e study, and those

who didn't know was significant (1 x 3) ^1" 0, N = 245) = 83.46,

p<.Ol (see Appendix C). Overall group effect, and individual group

comparisons were not significant. Data for question two shows that

when asked if they felt that stress \¡/as associated with tJle tasks in

the study, a significant majority of subjects [(I x 3) X2 (1, N = 252)

= 457.24.p<.Ol] did not feel stressed. Again, overall group effect

and individual group comparisons were not significant. (1 x 3) X2

data from questions 3, 4, and 5 shows that tJle majority of subjects

did not experience arry diffìculty with any aspect of the study.

Overall group effect and individual group comparisons were not

significant.
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Preference

Questions 6 to 13, as seen in Appendix C, dealt \¡¿ith

preference for one rating format over tÌ¡e others. All remaining (r

x 3) x2's were significant, indicating a preference for one rating

format. For the majority of preference questions, subjects

preferred tlre discrete format. Data from question g, which dealt

\Mith aesthetic preference, showed that significantly more subjects
preferred the graphic gray scale format [(I x S) Xz (1, N = 251) =

89.15, B<.OI]. AIso, data from question Il, which dealt with

restrictiveness, showed that signifìcantly more subjects preferred

the graphic line scale [(f x 3l )e (I, N = 2SI) = 4g.75, p<.Ot].

For the (3 x 6) X2's all groups were compared to see if a
significant difference in response existed between tJre groups. only
question 9, which dealt with preference of rating format due to

aesthetic qualities provided a signifìcant value [(S x 6) X, (IO, N =
25I) = 23.88, p<.Ol]. Though not significant, the values for

questions 7 and 13 are approaching sÍgnifìc¿u-ì.ce.

Finally, (2 x 3) J¿2's were performed so that pairs of sample

groups could be compared for differences in response. euestÍons
7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 each had a pair or pairs of groups in which one

group of t]le pair responded signiffcantly differently from the other.
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Discussion

Findings

Analysis of the results indicates support for tJ:e first
hypothesis of this study, namely that a gray scale, when used as a

graphic rating scale, is as effective as current graphic and discrete

rating scales. Measures from the different rating formats are not

significantly different from each other, and therefore may be

considered comparable. As indicated at the beginning of this

research, comparable results indicate effectiveness between rating

formats. This result supports the Albaum, Best, and Hawkins

(1981) study which found tJrat equivalent information \¡/as provided

by both the discrete and graphic format of rating scale. Analysis of !
test data (represented by B values) indicates that the majority of

response me€u1s are not signifìcantly different, regardless of rating

format used. Kolmorov-smirnov values indicate that the samples

drawn to form the six groups, \Ã¡ere not obtained from different

populations.

The graphÍc gray scale was also shown to be as effective as

the graphic line scale when compared with continuous measures.

While future researchers may wish to test tJle gray scale's

effectiveness by converling responses on its scale to discrete

responses, ttre results of this study imply t]lat the continuous

measures are more than adequate in providing effective metric

information. The data shows that a smaller number of significant
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differences exist between both of tJle graphic formats, regardless of

whether continuous or discrete measures are used, than when

either graphic format is compared with the discrete format. one

would expect similar results from similar formats of rating scales.

It is interesting that the majority of significant differences

among the format comparisons \¡/ere attributed to the concept of

universit¡r bookstore. It is not clear why tl.is result was attained.

The result suggests that for the concept of bookstore, subjects may

respond differently to a scale item, depending on what scale format

is being used. Future research \Mith t]:e gray scare may herp to

identiff whether this result will occur \¡/ith different concepts from

the ones studied here.

Analysis of the descriptive statistics revealed some

interesting results (see Table 4). The large me¿u1 values and ttre

negative skewness for the bipolar scale items 'Low priced-High

Priced' suggests that subjects find the bookstore, food services, and

universit¡r in general to be expensive. This is not surprising, given

the hard economic times that Canadians in general, and universit¡r

students in particular, are facing. Differences in me€ul kurtosis

across the different rating formats suggests that subjects may be

responding differently to the different rating formats. The fact that
the gray scale exhibits platykurtosis for two of three concepts

suggests that subjects using the scale may be more likely to use the

whole range of the scale, rather ttran a select portion of it. Also of
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interest is the differences in mean kurtosis for the two graphic

rating formats. while the overall means, standa¡d deviations, and

skewness may be simila¡ for both graphic formats, differences exist

in the overarl kurtosis. However, analysis of the kurtosis for the

individual bipolar scale items in the graphic line format shows that

it is more similar to the gray scale format. The implication is that,

since the results are basically the same, subjects may be responding

simÍlarly to both graphic formats. The higher liketihood of

platykurtosis with the gray scale lends support for Brody's (lg86)

asserlion that "gray responses" have meaning. The fact that

subjects are using the full r¿mge of t]le gray scale, namely the black,

white, and gray portions of the scale indicates that meaning is

associated with each ¿üea of the scale.

Analysis of the individual and overall kurtosis values for the

discrete scale shows that the distribution of responses is more

leptokurlic'when compared with those values obtained for botl.
graphic formats. Saal, Downey, and Lahey (Ig8O) stated that

leptokurtosis may reflect restriction of range, which can be a form

of rating error. Range restriction is defined as tÌe clustering of

ratings along some point, be it favorable (lenient), unfavorable

(severe), or the midpoint (cent¡al tendency) of the scale. Although

rater errors are thought to provide an indirect measure of accuracy,

Murphy and Balzer (1989) have discovered, ttrrough statistical

anaJ.ysis, that t]lis procedure is not recommended. Therefore, the
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leptokurtosis found for tÌe discrete scale should only be viewed as

a¡r indication of range restriction, and not of rater inaccuracy.

The post-experimental questionnaire provided an abundance

of information for this study (see Appendix C), of which tle
majority dealt \Mith hypotheses two and tlrree. The second

hy¡lothesis was that the gray scale would be easier to use by

subjects, and that tJ:e gray scale format would be preferred by

subjects. Each part of the second hypothesis will be dÍscussed

separately.

Responses to questions 3, 4, and 5 of the post-experimental

questionnaire (see Appendix C) indicated that the majority of

subjects did not have diffìculty with the tasks of the study.

However, question 6 shows that contrary to the second hypothesis,

the gray scale was not found to be easier to use by subjects than the

other formats. Instead, the discrete format was found to be easiest

to use. This result supports research conducted by Lawless and

Malone (I986a), in which subjects found category scales easier to

understand than line scales, and that subjects were more efficient

(and therefore had less difficulty) with familiar scales (Lawless and

Malone, f986b). Since subjects (in this case, university students)

frequently encounter category/discrete scales in their day to day

routines (e.9., multiple-choice tests), they are more familia¡ \¡/ith

such scales, and may fìnd the use of them easier and preferential.
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The remaining seven questions of the post-experimental

questionnaire dealt with tJre aspect of preference of rating format.

Contrary to the h¡rpothesis, the discrete scale was usually prefered

by subjects. TWo exceptions to this result were the issues of

aesthetic preference, and least amount of restrictiveness. Again,

the discrete scale was probably preferred by subjects because tJley

use discrete scales more often than the other scales. As Lawless

and Malone (1986b) indicated, as subjects become more familia¡

\Mith a scale, through repeated usage, they begin to use the scale

with greater ease and effectiveness. The fact that the gray scale is

preferred for its aesthetic qualities may not be difficult to explain.

In comparison to the other two formats, the gray scale does offer

more visual information (namely color) to the rater. The other

exception dealt with least amount of restrictiveness. Again, as in

the Lawless and Malone (1986a) study, subjects found the line scale

to be the least restrictive when compared v¡ith other scales.

Although subjects preferred the discrete scale when asked for their

overall preference, it was promising to notice that the gray scale

had the overall second highest percentage of responses.

No hypothesis was given as to whether order of rating format

would affect preference for a particular format. The fact that there

were some significant differences in preference for rating format

due to order of rating formats indicates that order of formats may

correlate with preference for a particular format. Group
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compa.risons which had significant (2 x 3 ) X'values usually

indicated differences in preference for one graphic format over

another due to rating format order (see Table 1, for the Order of

Ratjng Scale Formats). While the discrete scale usually had the

highest frequency of preference responses, the second highest

frequency of preference responses depended on which graphic

format was presented first. If the gray scale was presented before

the line scale, the gray scale received more preference responses.

For example, significant 12 x 3 ) 2¿2 values were found for

question twelve, which dealt with quickness, for the comparison of

groups three and fìve. Analysis of the raw values for groups three

a¡rd five shows that when the gray scale was presented before the

line scale, as in group three, more subjects preferred the gray scale

format. Data from group five shows that when the line scale was

presented first, more subjects preferred the line format to the gray

format. The conclusion from these results is that perhaps fìrst

impressions are important when it comes to judging rating scales.

At this time it is not known if one particular order of

presentation is most effective when comparing different formats.

However, if the present study is any indication, order of

presentation may greatly affect subjects' preference for a particular

format. With this in mind, it should be reiterated that order format

was used as a variable for the rating process, but not for the

preference questions. Thus, it is not known whether order of
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format presentation used for questions dealing with preference of

format would affect preference of format. Future research should

explore this lssue.

subjects were allowed to provide comments after completjng

the post-experimental questionnaire. sixty-five of the 252 subjects

provided comments, ranging from preference/criticism for a
particular format ("I liked format 2 the best.") to statements about

the study itself ("the study was very well done.") some comments

are presented to indicate subjects'views on the study.

Format l, the gray scale, had its share of fans. Format I was

thought to be "far more effective that fsicl the other 2 because it
shows black for "-" and white for "+" which [is] very helpful for

getting right to the point."; "It appeared easier to make decisions

when t]le options are black or white (or shades of grey) than

compared v/ith the all white or the restrictiveness of format 2.,,; ,ln

a lot [sicl of questions, there are no black or white a.nswers i.e.. gray

area. This one shows you tJre gray, and lets you Índicate how clear

or unclear an answer is."; and, "Format "1" gave me a wider r¿ulge or

that is, an easier m€ulner in choicing fsicl where my rating should

be placed. It place [sic] almost no restriction on what my exact

feeling should be. Therefore it left smaller room for error on mv

part."

For these subjects to intuitively have such impressions of the

gray scale only reinforces one of the tenets of this thesis, namelv
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that color, rvith its intuitive meaning, \¡¡ill enhance rating scales,

allowing them to become understood and preferred by subjects.

However , the gray scale was not without criticism: "Format I was

very distracting because of appearance."; "I found format I slightty

confusing."; "Format l- gives you room for your own idea- but the

shading may sway a person's answer, i.e. avoid darker shade because

it may be considered a more negative view."; a¡rd "Format I was

very difficult to judge degrees of answers. It took more thought

how to position you [sicl answer than your mental decision took."

Format 2, the discrete scale, was the format which received

tÌ¡e most support, just as in the preference questions: "Format 2

looked good because it was clean looking and neat in appearance.

Also easier to understand.": "Scale 2 is suffìcient with its 5

options."; "Format 2 isn't pretty but it is easier to use and easy to

determine the response that was chosen."; "Format 2 seems as

though it would be easier for the experimenter to get information

from. It is clea¡er, while the others are not as clear."; "In scal.e

items of having to make clear cut decisions (i.e. a¡rswering certain

types of objective questionnaires) it is much easier to answer

something on a scale without specifìc choices. For example, a scale

of 1-10." This format also received criticism: "Format two is less

precise though easy to use in its lack of it." and "The format 2 is

quite restricting and makes you choose more defìnite answers."
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Format 3, the line scale, received support, though mainly for

its non-restrictiveness: "I think the straight line format (format 3)

was the best because it was least restrictive a¡rd did not seem more

complex than it was."; "Format # 3 [isl easier to use because it is
simple but it gives you a freedom to rate that #2 doesn't."; and

"Format 3 gives you plenty of room for your idea. The format 2 is

quite restricting and makes you choose more definite answers."

The only major criticisms of format 3 were that is was too "brlsy",

and that its "boundaries...are uncertain." Then again, there existed

those subjects who had no favorite format: "I felt alt B were easily

understood and easy to use."; and "This scale format stuff is crazyt

They're all straight forward vrith the exception maybe of aesthetic

qualities and a slight restrictiveness on scale b, they're all exactly

the samet"

Finally, there were several interesting comments which

expressed emotions ("Wow."), opinions about the experiment

("[This experiment] was straight to the point, no mind games. At

least I don't think so."), and observations of the e>çerimental

process ("It looks neater to have x's rather than lines."). This last

comment is of special interest, for it may indicate one reason for

the differences in preference noted in this study. Method of

responding to a scale format may be just as important as the type of

format used. subjects may be biased towards a particular response

style due to previous experience with that style. Again, this
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h¡rpothesis may be explained by L.awless and Malone's (lg86b)

research, which indicated that i¡rcreased ease and effectiveness is

associated \¡/'ith increased usage of a rating scale.

Future Research

It is important that the results of the present research

should be replicated, as this would provide support for this study's

fìndings. First, researchers should continue to test the gray scale

format's effectiveness, as compared with other formats. After

reviewing numerous articles in Psychology and other social

sciences, it is the author's belief that very few rating formats are in

use. Other than Lawless and Malone's (lg86a, lg86b) hybrid

"sca-nner" scale and Pryor, Kesketh, and Gleitzman's (lg8g) fuznt

graphic rating scale, most research is performed with a small

handful of rating formats. The hybrid "scanner" sca-le consists of 3T

circles equally spaced along a line, of which the subject fills in one

circle to indicate a judgement. Ratings a¡e then optically scanned

by machine to obtain metric information. 'I}¡e fuzzy graphic rating

scale is an adaptation of the semantic differential rating scale, in
which subjects indicate their most preferred point on the scale, as

well as extensions to the right and left of the point. If the gray

scale format is to be accepted and used by wider research audience,

it must be shown to be at least as effective as those formats

currentlv in use.
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Comparison of the gray scale rating format with other rating

formats will not only indicate the gray scale format's effectiveness,

but also provide further insight into the issue of rating format

presentation order effects. Results from the present study indicate

that when comparing multiple rating formats, rating format

presentation order may impact on subject's response patterns to

the formats. Future research should continue to explore what

effect order of presentation has on preference for rating format.

Finally, increased use of the gray scale rating format u¡ill be

able to indicate the most appropriate subject matter for its use.

The author believes that with the appropriate subject material,

subjects will prefer the gray scale format. The concepts used in the

present study were simplistic in nature. Perhaps more complex

concepts, such as Liberal Political Party, would be more suitable for

the gray scale format. Exploration of these and other issues should

provide a wealth of information for future researchers.

Conclusions

The results of the present study lend support for further

study with a graphic gray scare. Further research should look at

replicating this study's results, to show that the gray scale is as

effective as the line and discrete scales. while the gray scale was

not often preferred by subjects, it did receive some support by

subjects. Subjects may prefer the gray scale if they use it more

frequently, or perhaps if different concepts are rated. As wen, the
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gray scale may be preferred depending on the order of its

presentation in a series of formats.
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Appendix A

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

À/ODEFÌ{

CLEAN

OLD FASHIONED

DIRTY

FAST SERVIC SLOW SERVICE

DEPENDABLE UNDEPENDABLE

HrGHouALrry I I I I I I LoweuALrry

HOI{EST DISHONEST

PLEASANT UNPLEASANT

HELPFUL | | | | | IUNHELPFULEIWIOTI¡S EMÈOYEES

FRIENDLY UNFRIENDLY

Low PRT.ED | | H'GH pRrcED
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UNIVERSIry
BOOKSTORE

fvþÈRN

CLEAN

FAST SERVICE

DEPENDABLE

HIGH OUALIry

I..ÐNEST

PLEASANT

HELPFUL

EII¿PIOWES

FRIENDLY

LOW PRICED

OLD FASHICÀIED

DIRTY

SLOWSERVICE

UNDEPENDABLE

LOWQUALITY

DISHONEST

UNPLEASANT

UNHELPFUL

ElvPLOYEES

UNFRIENDLY

HIGH PRICED
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UNIVERSITY

BOO(STORE

fvæR\

CLEAN

FAST SERVICE

DËPENDABLE

HIGH QUALITY

HCf.IEST

PLEASANT

HELPFUL

Eì/PI-O\EES

FRIENDLY

LOW PRICED

OLD FASHIONED

DIRTY

SLOW SERVICE

UNDEPENDABLE

LOWOUALITY

DISHONEST

UNPLEASANT

UNHELPFUL

Ei/PLO\EES

UNFRIENDLY

HIGH PRICED
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Appendix B

Discrete Rating Scale

The purpose of thls study ls to measure the meanings of cerLain things to
va¡ious people by having themJudge them against a series õf descriptive scales.
In taldng this test, please make yourJudgements on the basis of whát these
things me¿ur to you. on each page of this booklet you \¡/ill ftnd a different
conc_ept to beJudged and beneath it a set of scales. You a¡e to rate the concept on
tlte 5-point scale indicated.

If you feel that tJre concept at the top of the page is uery closelg relnted.to
one end of the scale, you rnight place your check ma¡k as follows:

FAIR UNFAIR

FAIR UNFAIR

If you feel that tJre concept is strghtlg relnted to one or the other end of the scale
(but not neutral), you might place your check mark as follows:

STROÍ\G WEAK

STROi\G WEAK

CR

The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of the two
ends of the scale seem most cha¡acteristic of ttre thing you'réJudgrng.

If you consider tlle concept to be neutalon the scale, botfi stdes of the
scale equallg assæíøtedwith the concept, or f the scale ts æmptetefu t¡releua¡u,



unrelated to the concept, tJren you should place your check mark ü: the middle
space:

SAFE

48

DANGEROUS

IMPORTANT: (1) Place your check marks tn the middle of spaces, not on
the boundaries:

THIS NOT THIS

(2) Be sure you check wery scale for every concept-do not
omit any.

(3) Never put more than one check mark on a single scale.

Sometimes you may feel as though you've had the sa:ne item before on
the test. This will not be the case, so do notlækback and.Joñhthrough the
items. Do not try to remember how you checked simila¡ itèms earlier-in the test.
Make eachifema separate andlndependentJudgmenL Work at fa-irty high speed
through t.I:ts test. Do not worry or ptsz.zle over individual items. It is your fiist
impressions, the immediate "feelings" about the ftems, that we want. On the
other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your true impressions.
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Graphlc Ratjng Scal*Gray Scale

The purpose of t}rls study is to measure the mearrtngs of certaln things to
varlous people by having themJudge them against a series of descriptive scales.
In taldngithis test, please make yourJudgements on the basts of what these
things mean to you. On each page of this booklet you will find a different
concept to be Judged and beneath it a set of scales. You a¡e to rate the concept on
the gray scale indicated.

If you feel that tJ:e concept at the top of the page is uery closelg reløtedto
one end of the scale, you should place your vertical slash as follows:

FAIR UNFAIR

FAIR UNFAIR

If you feel that the concept Is s\gltflg reløtedto one or tJ:e other end of the scale
(but not neutral), you should place your verttcal slash as follows:

STROÌ\G WEAK

STROilG WEAK

The directlon toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of tJ:e two
ends of the scale seem most charactertstlc of the thing you're Judging.

If you consider the concept to be neutal on the scale, both sides of the
sca-le equally associated with the concept, or if tlre scale is compl-etefu ineLew¡tL
un¡elated to tJee concept, then you should place your vertlcal slash in the middle
of the scale:

SAFE DANIGERC)(JS
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IMPORTANT: (1)

(2)

Be sure you check every scale for every concept-do not
omit any.
Never put more than one verHcal slash on a single scale.

sometlmes you may feel as though youve had the same item before on
tlre test. This wlll ñot be tñe case, so ao nõilNkback"n¿Þrûrtrrro"gi-th, --

i_tgT". Do not try to remember how you checked stmila¡ ttéms ea¡lter"in the test.
Make eachífem o se_parate and túepenlentJudgmenL work at fatrly rrrgh Ãfeed
through this test. Do n-otworry- or puzzle ovêr tñd¡¡idual items. It Ë yoür fiist
impressions, the tmmediate "feelir:rgs" about the items, that we want. bn the
other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your bue lmpressions.
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Graphic Ratlng Scale-Lûre

The purpose of tJ:ts study ls to measure the meanlngs of certaln things to
various people by having themJudge them against a series of descriptive scales.
In taldng tlls test, please make yourJudgements on the basts of what these
thi:egs mean to you. On each page of this booklet you will find a dtfferent
concept to beJudged and beneath it a set of scales. You are to rate the concept on
the gfay scale indicated.

If you feel that the concept at the top of the page is uery closelg reløtedto
one end of the scale, you should place yourvertlcal slash as follows:

I
IFAIR I UNFAIR

CR

I
T

FAIR UNFAIR

If you feel that the concept ls slightl4 reløtedto one or the other end of the scale
(but not neutral), you should place your vertical slash as follows:

STHOÍ\G

SÏROT\G

I
t
l

WEAK

CR

I
I
I

WEAK

The direction towa¡d whtch you check, of course, depends upon which of tJ:e two
ends of the scale seem most characterlstic of the thing you'reJudging.

If you consider the concept to be neutal on the scale, both sides of the
scale equally assoclated wtth the concept, or lf the scale is completelg tneleuant,
unrelated to tJ:e concept, then you should place your vertical slash in the middle
of the scale:
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DAI{GEROUSSAFE

IMPORTANT: (1) Be sure you check orery scale for every concept-do not
omit any.

(2) Never put more than one vertlcal slash on a slngle scale.

Sometimes you may feel as though youVe had the same item before on
tlre test. This will not be the case, so do ¡wt Læk back andJoúh through the
Items. Do not try to remember how you checked slmllar ttems earlier tn tJre test.
Make eachifem a separate ardfnñependentJudgment Work at fairly high speed
through this test. Do not worry or puzz,le over indivldual ttems. It ts your first
impressions, the immedtate "feelings" about the ttems, that we want. On the
othe¡ hand, please do not be careless, because we want your true lmpressions.
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Ouestion l.

Appendix C

In your opinion, what was the purpose of this study?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total 7o

KnewPurpose89978l02l
Didn't Know Purpose 32 32 33 34 32 31 79

QxÐx?

QxQX?

Qxzrt

(1,N=245)= 83.46

(5,N=245)= .74

All we¡e insignificant

P = <.01

P=.98

Question 2. Do you feel that any stress was associated with the tasks involved in this study?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total7o
3010112
40 4L 41 40 41 41 97
0101001

Yes
No
Uncertain

(1x3)f2

(3xQT?

(2xÐï.?

(l,N=252)= 457.?A

(10,N=252)= 9.94

All were insignificanL

P = <.01

P =.44

Ouestion 3. Did you have any diff,rculty with the tasks involved in this study?

Response Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total 7o

Yes0001011
No
Uncertain

42 42 42 40 41 40 98
1000111

Qfi)*
QxO73

Qß)TJ

(1,N=252)= 474.45

(10,N=252)= 7.10

All were insignificant.

P = <.01

D- 1a

Question 4. Did you have any diff,rculty understanding the tasks involved in this study?

Response Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total Vo

Yes
No
Uncertain

2
4l
0

000112
42 42 41 41 4L 98
00000-

Qfirt
Qx6rt
Q*rt

(1,N=252)= 480.38

(10,N=252)= 4.94

All were insignificant.

P = <.01

P=.89
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Ouestion 5. Did you have any diffrculty performing any of the tasks involved in this study?

Response Group I G¡oup 2 Group 3 Group 4 G¡oup 5 Group I Toøl 79

Yes0100000
No
Uncertain

43 4L 42 40 42
00010

42 99
00

Gßrt
QxÐx?

Qß)*

(1,N=252)= 492.07

(10,N=252)= 10.18

ALl were insignificant-

P = <.01

P=.42

Question 6. In terms of the least amount of difhculty in using the rating scale, which scale format do

vou prefer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total 7o

GraphicGrayScale 5 5 1l 8 4 3 15

Discrete Scale 33 33 25 28 27 31 70

Graphic Line Scale 5 3 511 815

rlß)*
QXOTJ

Qßrt

(1,N=251)= t56.20

(10,N=251)= 15.36

All were insignificant.

P = <.01

P=.L2

Question 7. ln terms of understanding what ¡o do, which scale format do you prefer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 G¡oup 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total %

Graphic Giay Scale 6 5 1l 10 4 4 16

Discrete Scale 34 35 28 27 30 34

GraphiclineScale 3 0 3 4 7 4
75

8

Gß)*
QxDx?

Qß)r3

(1,N=249)= 201.42 P=<'01
(10,N=249)= 16.33 P=.09

Grp2vs.Grp4 (2,N=81)= 6.69 P=.03

Grp2vs.Grp5 (2,N=81)= 7.48 P=.U2

Ouestion 8. ln terms of ease of using the rating scale, which scale format do you prefer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Tqel %
Graphic Gray Scale
Discrete Scale
Graphic Line Scale

6
32
f

4r387417
30 23 25 U. 33 67
66811516

$fi)T?
QxÐT3

Qßrt

(l,N=250)=
(10,N=250)=

(2,N=84)=

126.0r

15.15

6.64

P = <.01

P =.13
P=.@1Grp 3 vs. Grp 6
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Ouestion 9. In terms of aesthetic qualities (ie. pleasing !o look at), which scale format do you prefer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total %
Graphic Gray Scale 22 19 34 25 27 16 57
Disc¡eþ Scale
Graohic Line Scale

1918613
2513

11 20 35
468

Qß)X?

QxOTS

Qßrt

(1,N=251)=
(10,N=251)=

(2,N=84)=

(2,N=83)=
(2,N=83)=

P = <.01

P = <.01

P = <.01

P = <.01

P = <.01

Grp I vs. Grp 3

Grp 2 vs. Grp 3

Grp 3 vs. Grp 6

89.1s

23.88

9.62

12.90

17.58

Question 10. tn ærms of usaee for ques

Response Group I G¡oup 2 G¡oup 3 Group 4 Group 5 G¡oup 6 Total %
GraphicGrayScale 6 3 9 8 6 4 14

Discrete Scale 33 35 28 31 27 30 73

Graphic Line Scale 4 8t2

Qß)X?

QxÐl/P

Qfi)X?

Question 11.

(l,N=251)= 180.63

(10,N=251)= 13.33

All were insignifrcant.

P = <.01

P=.2O

ln terms of least amount of ¡estrictiveness (ie. limitarions on your responses to the scale),
which scale format do you prefer?

Response Group I Group 2 G¡oup 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total 7¿

Graphic Gray Scale 13 8 18 13 12 11 30
Disc¡ete Scale 108675 7t7
G¡aohic Line Scale 20 25 18 21 25 24 53

(rxÐT.?

(3xÐY'?

Qß)T]

(1,N=2s1)=
(10,N=251)=

AII were insignificant.

49.75

8.20

P = <.01

P=.61
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Question 12. In terms of quickness (ie. how long it took to complete the rating task), which scale
format do vou p¡efer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total 7o

GraphicGrayScale 4 8 L2 7 4 7 17

Discrete Scale 28 22 24 22 22 2L 57
Graohic Line Scale 11 10 4 12 15 L2 26

G*)x? (1,N=245)= 63.34 P=<.01

QxÐ73 (lo,N=245)= 13.90 P=.18

Qß)X? Grplvs.Grp3 (2,N=83)= 7.48 P=.UZ

Grp3vs.Grp5 (2,N=81)= L0.44 P=<.01

Ouestion 13. Overall, which scale format do vou Drefer?

Response Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Toløl Vo

Graphic Gray Scale 8 7 13 11 6 4 20
Discreæ Scale 31 31 23 24 24 32 6'l
GraphiclineScale 4 3 4 6 11 5 13

Gúrt (l,N=247)= r26.a6 P=<.ol
.^ .'-,(3x6)X" (10,N=247)= 17.53 P=.06

Qß)X? Grp3vs.Grp6 (2,N=81)= 6.34 P=.04


